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Salary hike likely to burden students

By Susan Curtis

With a January tuition increase likely, as faculty and staff get a 7 percent average raise, many students are bearing the burden of the budget crunch, some University deans say.

Michael Youngblood, acting dean of the College of Communications and Fine Arts, said some faculty have asked for salaries reductions. “It’s a loss-up weber whether to use available university money for tax dollars or other budgets because ‘things are bad all the way around,’” he said.

Different individuals prefer to have the money in one big chunk of places, he said.

Upper and lower salaries seem to have the most influence in attracting new faculty, thus making universities more competitive when hiring, Youngblood said.

The percentage of students who quit school because they can’t afford higher tuition remains to be seen. Students studying the issue should expect to feel more of the crunch than other students because they have to buy many of their own supplies, but “the make do, they do it,” Youngblood said.

Youngblood said he is not sure whether these students are at a critical point financially yet.

John Jackson, dean of the College of Liberal Arts, said the salary increase has its upsides.

Future Jane Pauleys

Gillian Glaseberg, 7, of Carbondale, daughter of Cliff and Darla Glaseberg, and Annie Wassel, 6, of Carbondale, daughters of Chris and Georgie Wassel, take their turn broadcasting the news they heard.

Student Center telephones no longer a free ‘courtesy’

By Christine Caudy

Students have been complaining because they no longer get free off-campus phone calls from the two courtesy telephones near the Student Center Information Desk.

The courtesy phones, now located under the stairway in front of the information desk — along with six pay phones — provided free off-campus and on-campus calls.

Before the University began installing new phone systems, eight pay phones and two courtesy phones were located in a small hallway near the information desk.

Doug Daggett, assistant director of the Student Center, said the hallway now has a main switching station for the phone system.

The new phone system allows callers only to make on-campus calls from the courtesy phones.

Daggett said he was not aware of the change in the courtesy phones’ off-campus service.

The information desk has had numerous complaints from students and University staff about the elimination of the free off-campus phone service, an information desk.

See PHONES, Page 6

Cutbacks force State Police to limit patrolling

By John Walblay

A $4 million cutback by the Legislature for state police this year has forced the Illinois State Police to step patrol many of the state’s 125 counties, said Robert Fletcher, public information officer for the State Police.

Fletcher said the legislature may have cut funding because of a $17 million increase in state police for state police. The first time the police were able to negotiate pay increases, he added.

He said the department also was denied funding for 80 vehicles and that the estimated cost of an automobile has been raised $5,000.

“By next year, 80 percent of our fleet will have over 100,000 miles,” Fletcher said.

The department usually conducts two cadet training courses each year. This year the January class has been canceled because of the lack of funding, he said.
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A defense against cancer can be cooked up in your kitchen.

There is evidence that diet and cancer are related. Follow these modifications in your daily diet to reduce chances of getting cancer:

1. Eat more high-octane foods such as fruits and vegetables and whole-grain cereals.
2. Include dark green and deep yellow fruits and vegetables rich in vitamins A and C.
3. Include cabbage, broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohlrabi and cauliflower.
4. Be moderate in consumption of salt-cured, smoked, and nitrile-cured foods.
5. Cut down on usual fat intake from animal sources and that of oils.
6. Avoid obesity.
7. Be moderate in consumption of alcoholic beverages.

No one factors cancer alone.
**Student films 12-minute World War II movie**

By Richard Schefter
Staff Writer

"Interrogation," written and directed by Jim Wyatt of cinema and photography, is a 12-minute World War II film that uses flashbacks and deals with memory.

The setting of the film is France 1944, a few weeks after D-Day. Billy, an American soldier, wakes up in a barn and finds he is being held captive by his superiors.

Billy is accused of killing his best friend, Joe, in battle, but Billy can't remember anything. The film continues with flashbacks.

"It is through flashbacks that we find out the truth," Wyatt said. "Interrogation is one of the few art forms where you can deal with memory and get inside someone's head."

Seven actors appear in the film: Billy, Joe, the interrogator, two soldiers and an old lady.

"If people want to know what (the old man and woman) are doing in the film, they will have to wait until the showing, which will probably be at a Cinema and Photography Soundstage in December," Wyatt said.

Five of the actors are either cinema and photography majors. "It was nice because they understand how much time it takes to shoot," he said.

The film took nine days to shoot with the crew and actors working from eight to 14 hours a day, he said.

Wyatt shot the film at a farm on Route 13. He rented the farm from League Association.

"Most of it at a shot at night," he said. "It's a dark film for a dark subject."

Phil Norman was the cameraman and Barney Kelley handled the lighting, Wyatt said.

Wyatt said his original idea for the film was the interrogation of a man who could not remember committing a crime, and the story line just developed from there. It took about seven versions before the producers were satisfied.

"I was changing it up until the minute I shot it," he said.

Wyatt said some of the props such as a gun and radio and some of the clothes, were rented to him. However, he had to purchase some of the other props, including fake guns and some clothes.

Wyatt said he spent about $8,500 on the film, adding that without the use of Cinema and Photography's equipment, it would have cost him about $25,000.

"I picked SUU because you can do films individually," he said. "Many other schools only let you do films as a group project."

"Interrogation," is Wyatt's senior thesis film, which is a two-semester project.

"I have until December to get it done and I probably won't have it done until December," he said.

Wyatt plans to enter the film in 15-22 film festivals, including the Student Academy Awards, a national competition, in April.

---

**Kelley attacks Poschard on civil rights**

By Robert Baxter
Staff Writer

Pat Kelley, 22nd District Congressional candidate, sharply criticized his opponent Glenn Poschard for his role in the passage of the Democratic platform, which favors federal funding for abortion and homosexuality as a civil right.

Kelley said Poschard, in the July 23rd edition of an area newspaper, stated that he "admitted feeling a strong sense of pride when the delegates approved the platform at the Democratic Convention and that this year's document is moderate and will appeal to the entire nation."

Kelley was speaking at a press conference at the City Council chambers Thursday.

"In Southern Illinois, Pat Poschard presents himself as a moderate candidate with conservative positions on social issues, such as abortion and sexual orientation," Kelley said. "Two planks in the Democratic platform, however, are anything but moderate."

Kelley said the platform specifically asks for treatment of homosexuals as a protected class by adding a new civil right to the already established list.

The platform says "equal access" to government services, employment, housing, and business enterprise "should be assured" to every citizen regardless of race, sex, national origin, religion, age, handicapping condition or sexual orientation.

Kelley disagrees with the last two words. "A number of people in this country believe homosexuality is immoral and many people would not want homosexuals in highly visible positions," Kelley said. "To say this is unreasonable is to say moral judgment is wrong."

Kelley believes this is a less than moderate stance taken by Poschard and the Democratic Party. He doesn't think they have a right to make this type of a decision for the entire country.

"Extension of civil rights is something we as a country can't have decided for us," Kelley said.

Pat Gunter, advisor for the Gay and Lesbian People's Party at the University, said anyone feeling that adamant about homosexuality "is living in another era and must have their head in the sand."

"We are equal, all of us, and should be treated as such," Gunter said. "Anyone not acknowledging that is not being realistic."

Gunter said: "Kelley will probably alienate some voters because for every homosexual out there, there are a group of people including their friends, family and co-workers, who love them and care about them and probably will be offended by Kelley's point of view."

"The traditional family never existed," she said, adding that if we were to take a close look at our family trees, a large percentage of us would find that the possibility of homosexuals existing in our past is greater than we think."

Kelley also noted the platform states "the fundamental right of reproductive choice should be guaranteed regardless of ability to pay."

"In other words, the Democratic leaders favor abortion," Gunter said. See KELLEY, Page 7

---

**T-BIRDS**

I yell! You yell!
We all yell for

**25¢**

All day
All night
All summer

111 N. Washington 327-3808

---

**Super Sidewalk Sale**

ON ILLINOIS AVENUE

Thurs-Fri-Sat 9 A.M.-9 P.M.

Carol's

ruthie's

Glick's

Carus

B&S Photo

Menswear

FASHION DESIGNS

Bleyer's Sports Mart

Everything for the Active
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Meese isn't a crook, he's a dimbulb

Donald Kaul
Tribune Media Services

"It all came down really to the question: ‘If this were an ordinary person, would he be prosecuted?’” McKay said. “And we concluded that he probably would not be.”

Son then began to say: “Isn’t that the way it thought? Working stuff like you and me get off all the time when we’re guilty of something. They’re rich and powerful that get it in the neck — unless a champion of personal gain, unless a champion of the overdog, Mr. McKay rises above the system.

I can hardly wait until the next time a cop pulls me over and accuses me of driving 65 miles an hour in a 35-mile zone. ‘Can you prove that this incident is part of a pattern of disobedience to traffic law?’ I’ll ask.

‘Why — no,’ he’ll say, looking uncomfortable. ‘I’ve never caught you before.’

‘And is there any evidence that I was acting from motivation of personal gain?’ I’ll shoot back at him.

‘No, not a shred,’ he’ll say. ‘Then I put it to you that we were an ordinary citizen instead of a Pulitzer prize-winning columnist in a 13-year-old BMW, this incident would never have happened. I am being persecuted for my lack of originality.’

At that the police officer probably will have to say, ‘Sorry to bring this up, but I’ll drive off, tailing clouds of glory and a little oil. As I said, I can hardly wait.

You might think that Mr. Meese would be grateful at receiving a chastisement rather than an expense-paid vacation in the slammer, but he wasn’t feeling too good. He was quoted as saying: "I’m outraged at the tar­ishing of our system of justice." he said. "No responsible prosecutor would ever get away with doing what’s happened here, of saying: ‘There’s no basis for prosecu­tion’… and then go out in public and say: ‘But the guy committed the offense.’"

And you know, when you think about it, he has a point. To say that you could have proved a person guilty of something if you’d wanted to, but you didn’t want to because you are too nice a guy, smacks of terminal arrogance, to say nothing of woolly-headed liberalism. If Meese is guilty and can be proved, prosecute him. If you’re not going to prosecute him, shut up about it. That’s the American way, more or less.

It does not seem that the main pleased on Mr. Meese’s career will harm it, however, already he’s gone on as a distinguished Fellow with the Heritage Foundation and awarded a "Pulitzer prize" at the Hoover Institute at Stanford University.

A Heritage official called Meese, "one of the con­servative movement’s most valuable resources," and added, "Ed Meese more than anyone is symbolic of the ideas of the Reagan revolution."

‘Frankly, I couldn’t agree more.

The president of the Hoover Institute said it would be "very good to have Mr. Meese in our coffee room, so that scholars learn that translating their ideas into policy and getting them into the street, is not quite as simple as they think it is."

See it pays to be ignorant.
Houseboats of all types and shapes fill the Gateway Marina at Crab Orchard, just off Route 13 east of Carbondale.

Easy Livin'
Crab Orchard boaters set worries adrift

For some, houseboating at Crab Orchard is a relaxing way of life that won't change, despite recent concerns that some areas of the lake are contaminated.

Barb and Bill Arnold, who have been boating at Crab Orchard Lake for 20 years, said the concern over polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) contamination has not scared many people off the lake. When asked about PCB contamination, Ruth Brandt, a boater on the lake for 10 years, said, "What's that?" "They keep talking about it (PCB contamination), but nothing ever happens," she said.

Up and down the shore, houseboats bear 'For Sale' signs, but the Arnolds say that is not unusual. "Most (sellers) want to graduate to a bigger boat," Arnold said.

Other owners may be too old to use the houseboat, Mrs. Arnold added.

PCB contamination "hasn't kept people from buying houseboats. We can't tell that any boaters are staying away," Virgil Reed, another boater, said.

He said there may be more boaters than usual this year and PCB reports have not stopped people from eating the lake's fish.

An advisory issued by the state Department of Health recommends that catfish and carp over 15 inches long not be eaten. The University found that in an area east of Route 148, 36 percent of the fish were contaminated. That area is located near the dump generally believed to be the source of the contamination. Only 4 percent of fish taken west of Route 148 were contaminated, the study said.

"We fish all the time. Nobody's ever given us a report that they're bad, so we eat them," Reed said.

The Arnolds said they have eaten Crab Orchard fish for 20 years and are not concerned.

They said they fish for crappie, a genus of fish that is not on the PCB list.

Arnold said "Crab Orchard is the cleanest it's been in several years. I'll tell you how clean it is. You can wash your hair in town and out here (in the lake), and it's unbelievable how much better it feels (at the lake)."

Drought has not seriously affected the lake either, the Arnolds said.

Arnold, measuring the water height with his toe and by checking the post their boat is tied to, said the water was on top four inches lower than normal. The Arnolds said crime is not a problem either, although last year someone did steal some water skis and a quilt from their boat.

Reed, who helped build the lake during the Works Projects Administration days of the Great Depression, said the lake season lasts from April through October, or

See BOATS, Page 8
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sometimes sooner, depending on the weather.

Albert Baltz said he has been boating for 25 years.

He said he drives 100 miles back and forth every week to get from his home in Belleville to the lake.

"I like the houseboat lake," he said. "You can get in and out anytime and there's not a lot of fluctuation in depth of the water."

Debbi Scott, Brandt's daughter, said she comes down from Chicago to go boating on the lake.

The Arnolds live five miles away. Sometimes they get out to their boat every weekend, and sometimes only once during the week.

The Arnolds said most houseboat owners come out for the weekends. Some may stay longer, but federal law prohibits camping in one spot for more than 30 days.

Houseboat owners who want to camp out longer than a month only have to move their boats for a while, the Arnolds said.

Crank Bailey, a great place to raise children, the Arnolds said.

The Arnolds said they have seen wild turkeys and deer while out on their boat.

"Our three-year-old granddaughter had a ball watching deer feed," Arnold said.

"There aren't many places in the United States where you can do that," he said.

The Arnolds said they have had no accidents on the lake but have helped rescue others.

A houseboat out on the lake sank in a storm 10 years ago, they said.

"Any who boats should know there are areas you go to when it's windy," Arnold said.

Arnold said he has been boating since he was eight and has never taken a boating course, but he recommends beginning boaters take water and boating safety classes and make sure they know how to use a life jacket before setting out on the water.

The Arnolds have never had an accident, but there have been near misses. Waterskiers often ski too close to the boat, they said.

"Skiers have to remember 10,000 pounds of boat doesn't stop quickly," Arnold said.

STATE POLICE, from Page 1

"There is no reason to train the cadets when you're not sure you can afford to hire them after they've become officers," Fletcher said.

Fletcher is not certain if an April training class will be held.

The state owns about 60 or 70 officers a year from either retirements or other reasons, he said.

"We'll see manpower decrease and be unable to make it back up," he said.

Meanwhile, balances have been eliminated and no layoffs are expected, he said. Patrols in the state's failure to pass a year tuition increase will be held.

Chancellor Lawrence K. Dutcher, said the Board of Trustees at its July meeting will recommend a mid-year tuition increase at the September board meeting.

Youngblood said, "After all, we have to remember how long the state wants to burden students and their parents."

Russell Dutcher, dean of the College of Science, said the 7 percent increase will go a long way in helping many people who were discouraged by the financial climate in Illinois universities, yet didn't really want to leave.

FINANCES, from Page 1

good and bad sides.

Jackson welcomed the increase that was needed to keep salaries competitive with other colleges, Jackson said. This is the first salary increase the faculty and staff in two years.

Jackson said he attended a conference last weekend with university presidents from other states who said most of their faculty and staff have higher salaries than SIU-C.

"Other states have kept up and Illinois has not," he said.

Jackson said educators tried to emphasize the salary dilemma in Springfield this year, but "no one there seemed to care much."

The problem of insufficient money has been passed on to the students again because of the state's failure to pass a tax increase, he said.

Some improvements in budgets other-than-salary have been made this year, but it's a result of last spring's tuition increase, Jackson said.

Money from the tuition increase raised some 1986 budgets back to their 1987 level, but higher postage and phone rates mean the present budget won't cover as much as the budget two years ago, Jackso said.

PHONES, from Page 1

The desk employee, who wished to remain anonymous, said he has heard complaints from many people who have tried to reach the operator from the phones. No notice about the change has been posted yet.

She believes students have been cheated by removing the free phone service, adding that students are overtaxed already.

There should be one or two phone booths on campus that can use to make free off-campus calls, Joanna Huntley, University Bookstore student worker, said.

Huntley said not everyone has change when an emergency call needs to be made, and there are no other places on campus that have free services.

She also thinks there should be a way people can make third-party calls to courtesy phones.

Huntley said she used the phones often and always had difficulty talking as outside operator, making long distance calls "virtually impossible."

Huntley said no one has been able to give her information on how to make a long distance call, including GTE and the information desk. No information on the problem was printed in the phone books, she said.

"The only way to contact an operator on the courtesy phones."
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federal funding of abortions," Kelley said, "but I'm a moderate position that will appeal to the entire nation."

Kelley said he wonders why Poshard would actually perform in Congress, saying one thing and doing something entirely different.

"Poshard said he is a moderate position that supports federal funding of abortion," Kelley said. "One wonders, with this type of backing, how Poshard would be in Congress."

Kelley said he supports basic human rights and the right to life, not federal funding of abortion. "I am in favor of civil rights as they are," Kelley said.

Poshard could not be reached for comment, but he and Kelley will be going head-to-head in the first of two debates on Aug. 4 in Centra. The badly burned bodies were found in the home after firefighters extinguished the blaze shortly before 9 a.m., Knowles said.

"Arson detectives have determined a flammable substance was poured on the child's body in bed and also was poured in the hallway," Knowles said. The fire caused an explosion that blew out most of the windows of the house.

Bill Genovese, who lived down the street, said Barsi, who had a history of alcohol problems, often complained that his wife was a homemaker.

"He said (she was) in a beautiful dress," Genovese said. "He said (she) didn't take care of the house and she didn't do much cooking," Genovese said.

"He told me, 'One of these days she's going to drive me crazy' and I'm going to kill her,'" a next-door neighbor, Enzie Daly, said. "It has to be both (Maria) and Judith and burn the house down. I urged her to leave."
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Mary E. Davidson, director of the School of Social Work, clarified that there is no星座 certificate must complete two extra courses in both the College of Education and the School of Social Work. Those courses are required for a master's degree in social work. Also, an internship must be completed to qualify for the certificate.

Those who complete the course work required for the certificate and do not obtain a master's degree in social work, Davidson added. Those who complete the course work required for the certificate and do not obtain a master's degree in social work, Davidson added. This information was incorrectly stated in the July 30 edition of the Daily Egyptian.
Yellowstone fire reaches 107,000 acres, 1,000 more flee homes South Dakota

By United Press International

Yellowstone National Park's worst blazes in history spread a destructive South Dakota wildfire broke loose, sending another 1,000 residents fleeing just as hundreds of other evacuees were allowed back home. The South Dakota fire was one of the smallest of the major wildfires blazing in a dozen dry states from Alaska to the Midwest. But it was one of 35 blazes incinerating upwards of $1 million in property. Yellowstone Park officials in Wyoming declared the famed Old Faithful geyser area and the Grant Village campground complex out of danger, although the blackened ocean of the park's dozen fires increased to 107,775 acres.

Old Faithful, the most famous of Yellowstone's 5,000 geysers and hot springs, was 7 miles from the closest fire.

Today's Puzzle

Puzzle answers are on Page 6.

---

Notes:
- Special events and entertainment guide.
- Yellowstone fire update.
- Old Faithful status.
- Puzzle for the day.
Asian instruments on exhibit at Museum

Musical instruments from Southeast Asia are on display at the University Museum.

The instruments were collected by University anthropologists in the 1960s and 1970s while studying peasant cultures, Jo Ann Nast, Museum curator of history, said. "This is a very popular exhibit," Nast said. "These instruments are very visual pieces embellished with incredible hand-carvings."

The exhibit is composed of percussion, string and wind instruments which are the forerunners of today's Western instruments.

The instruments are made of a variety of natural materials, which make them inviting to viewers. "Warmer tones and a natural orientation give these instruments a folk nature," Nast said. "These pieces are driving people crazy, everyone wants to touch them."

The instruments are made of coconut shells, water buffalo hides, gourds, bamboo, snake skins, ivory, rye, cane, gut and metal. Wood and reedwoof also are used.

"Really, I think they picked exquisite woods," Nast said. "The kids really want to pick the instruments," she said. "They don't look like the instruments they know."

The instruments produce a high, thin sound.

"Some of it is very pleasant and Oriental sounding," Nast said. "A lot of it is not what the Western ear is trained for. It's very dissonant sounding."

The basic sounds of these instruments was for rituals, theatrical dramas and ceremonial dances, "though mostly these instruments were played in groups, like a band," she said.

She is impressed with the breadth and depth in musical instruments from other cultures. John Whitlock, Museum director, said, "They really contribute to the rounding out of our international collections."

This exhibit, or chalice (crocodile) as it is called in Thailand, is part of the Asicn musical instrument exhibit currently on display in the south wing of the University Museum.

Job hunting easy for accountants

By Jennifer Kibler

About 60 percent of the accounting majors who graduated before the end of the school year said they were hired before the end of the school year. Placement officer at the University Placement Center said.

The basic idea behind the accounting students are not expected to spend much time finding jobs after graduation, said Shirley Kinley, placement activities coordinator, Business and Administration.

Almost all of the University accounting graduates who replied to the placement center's job survey before they graduated, Marilyn Dodd, University placement officer, said. Experience has risen sharply in part because of new tax laws. Almost one million people in the United States are employed in accounting. The government alone employs 100,000 in the field.

Another reason for the increase is that the growth of industries in both size and number, according to the Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance. The number of accountants is expected to continue growing much faster than average through the middle of the century. Accounting's key role in all types of business, the encyclopedia states. Most of the openings will be in urban areas, where public accounting firms and corporate offices are located, the encyclopedia says. But finance students aren't quite so lucky, Kinley said. Out of 61 finance graduates who reported to the placement center, only 17 had found jobs by May, DeTomasi said. There is strong competition in the field mostly because people are promoted from within and tend to stay at the same company for years. "Once you get in a company, your job is fairly secure," according to a handbook from the U.S. Department of Labor.

In the insurance field, the well-established health risk due to the growing number of people between the ages of 25 and 34. This field has the greatest insurance needs.

The real estate business is growing at an average rate compared to other businesses. It is expected to expand during the next few years due to the growing and increasingly mobile population. Openings may be due to death or retirement, according to the encyclopedia.

Loneliness believed to be key health issue

By Richard E. O'Meara

Social isolation generally appears to be a cause, rather than a result, of poor health. "It has long been noted that many people who have marital and physical problems are not very involved in social relationships and it's been argued the health problems cause that isolation. This pretty much debunks that," said Debra Umberson, a co-author and research fellow at the university's Institute for Social Research in Ann Arbor.

The sociologists said their review was not able to link social isolation with any specific ailment in the way cigarette smoking has been tied to lung cancer.

But recent studies "suggest social relationships, or the relative lack thereof, contribute in a major way to health - riving the effects of many other risk factors such as cigarette smoking, blood pressure, blood lipids, obesity and physical activity," the sociologists wrote.
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Inventory rates area arts, culture

By Richard Scheffer

Southern Illinois Arts, a non-profit organization serving 34 southern counties, conducted a comprehensive inventory of cultural resources in the area. The purpose of the inventory is to compile information on the arts and cultural organizations, performing and exhibiting facilities, artists, festivals and other events in Southern Illinois. The director of the organization said, "This project is especially significant in light of a recently completed economic impact study by the Illinois Arts Alliance," said SIA director David Thomas.

This study shows that during 1987 the arts and cultural activities had a $512 million impact on Illinois' economy. Of the 26 million people who attended arts activities that year, 8.35 million came to Illinois specifically because of the arts.

"Southern Illinois Arts" knows that the arts are an industry in Southern Illinois as well, and this inventory of our cultural resources will help assess the impact the arts have on the Southern Illinois economy.

Thomas said some of the counties do not have arts organizations. SIA is an umbrella organization that works with all of the different counties, he said.

Thomas said the inventory will provide them with information as to the best means to gather cultural activities. "In some places it may be the basement of the library," he said.

Thomas said this inventory will be helpful in scheduling art and cultural activities throughout the area. The inventory also will provide the organization with information and cultural activities available in the different counties.

In addition, the inventory will provide a listing of the various artists, art organizations and artists-in-education survey listings currently available.

"Southern Illinois Arts" also is a good idea for businesses that have them. "We expect at least 60 companies to send representatives." -Marilyn DeTomasi

Employer connections made at University Career Day

By Jennifer Kibier

University Career Day provides an opportunity for students to make connections with future employers, a placement officer said.

Career Day is from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sept. 13 in the Student Center Ballrooms.

The University Placement Center, which sponsors the event, estimated between 2,500 and 3,000 students attended last year's informal walk through.

Invitations were mailed the week of July 11 to all companies around the country, but the Placement Center concentrators on companies in the Midwest, Marilyn DeTomasi, placement management officer said.

"We expect at least 60 companies to send representatives," DeTomasi said.

Career Day not only is important to seniors, but also underclassmen. By meeting with representatives, they can establish contacts for internships and summer jobs, DeTomasi said.

The informal meetings give students a chance to meet professionals in their fields and learn what to expect from a real job interview, DeTomasi said.

Some of the companies that usually send recruiters for business students to Career Day are: Arthur Andersen & Co., Peat, Marwick, Main & Co. and State Farm Insurance. Representatives of the Internal Revenue Service also attended.

Representatives from banks in St. Louis and Chicago, Texas Instruments Inc. and Aero Corp. also are expected to attend.

A complete list of companies attending will be available at the Placement Center or Career Day approaches, DeTomasi said.

DeTomasi advises students to wear casual business attire. Students should be ready to take notes and ask questions.

"We expect at least 60 companies to send representatives."

Representatives like students who introduce themselves and start conversations, the said. It also is a good idea for students to know some details about the companies in which they are interested. At least know what they make or do and their histories, she said.

"Students shouldn't get caught up in the glamour of large companies and ignore the smaller ones," DeTomasi said. Sometimes small companies offer better opportunities for first jobs. "If students are graduating in December, May or August, should be ready to start their career search on Career Day," DeTomasi said.
Auto Parts and Services

Wallace, Inc.
1979 Chevy Blazer 4x4
ac, automatic
$3795

1982 Ford Courier
5 spd, 47,000 mi
$3200

1983 Chevy C10 Scottsdale
automatic, ac, camper top
$4950

1983 Ford Ranger
5 spd, am/fm stereo
$3695

305 E. Main 549-2255
See Bob Nugent, Bob Hospitality, Jerry Hall or George Holt

THE PIT STOP
PARTS AND SERVICES

Grab A “Holt” of a Deal
Holt’s Tire & Wholesale

Oil, Lube, and Filter-$12.95
Disc Brake Replacement-$49.95
Includes:
• Front Disc Pads
• Rotors Turned
• Bearings Packed
• Stabilizer Lifts Inspected

Tempra Yoyo Round

223 E. Main 529-3383

Furniture

Furniture: Base

Heater $599
Dining room table $319
Couch $399
TV Stand $150
Chair $99
Dining chairs $39

For rent

4 MONTH OLD baby pasture: Free to good home. Small-minded, small size. Call 549-1441 after 7 p.m.

297-4111

Bicycles

A JET-1ST, 1005, 24 1/2 in. lady’s bike, condition 1:539-509-7807

We buy TV, VCR’s, VCR’s, TV Stands, Stereo Repair, All VCR’s & Phonographs.

A&J TV SERVICE
529-4717

Wallace Big A Auto Parts
Offers:
• Single Source Convenience
• Nation Wide Warranty
• Best Quality at the Lowest Price

Don’t forget to register to win a 1963 Corvette!

1485-2442

Wallace Big A Auto Parts
317 E. Main-Carbondale

THE FIRST LETTER IN AUTO PARTS

Oil Filter, Chassis
Lube & Oil Change

$11 Rubber Chassis, drain oil and refill with up to five quarts of major brake oil, and install a new oil filter. Note: Special oil and filter type may result in extra charges. Exp. 5/8/56

RABEN
Tire Auto Service Center
University Mall 549-2107
MALIBU VILLAGE

Now Renting for Summer and Fall 1988

Apartments, Houses, Mobile Homes

529-4301

---

BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER

Residence Halls
Approved off campus housing for Freshmen
Cafeteria
Friendly Environment

You want to keep your strong values and receive an excellent education.

THE BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER WELCOMES YOU HOME

---

2 veterans 6 under in PGA

GRAND BLANC, Mich. (UPI)—Scott Hoch and Scott Pool, a pair of veterans in search of their fourth PGA Tour victory, tied for 4-under-par 68 Thursday to share the lead after the third round of the $700,000 Buick Open.

George Archer, trying to come back from back surgery last year, Tim Simpson and John Bleazard were also at 66 at rain-soaked Warwick Hills Golf and Country Club. The leader was a round delayed an hour by rain.

A shot back at 67-65 was on the 7,651-yard course were Jim Hallett and Arlington, Tex., resident Dave Barr. The second half of the field began the afternoon round in sunny, steamy temperatures.

Winner of the event takes home $60,000 plus a new car for one year. This is the half-way point of the Buick Open, the first $100,000 tournament.

Robert Wrenn opened defense of his 1987 Buick Open title with a 7-under 65, which means he's in danger of missing the cut. Wrenn won last year by seven strokes as 30-under total and it took 3-under total to make the cut.

"The course played very well," said Coupland, 26, who had played the event in career and stands 17th on the money list with $41,204 in earnings, he's in the top 15 in the 30 events and 15th in the 30 events, and 15th in the 30 events.

"It's the most chance the makes the putts," said Coupland, whose gallery in championship, City Royals first baseman George Brett and Alphonse, whose team is playing the Detroit Tigers. "It looks like it will be the last day of the season. I'm sure I'll stay 15, 19- or 20-under will win it.

Couples had an edge on the 5,567-yard, par-70 event as a reward to his round of 33-33. He hit two woods to the left of the green and holed "a pitch from 50 yards." His best finish is a second at the Masters in 1981. In January.

Hoch, 32, is 30th on the money list this year and injury-free in Detroit this year with a best of fourth. He has two PGA Tour holes to miss a chance to hold the lead by himself.

'I played very well until the last three holes when my shoulder started to bother me," Hoch said. "I've had a shoulder problem lately. That's what happens. It got tired on me coming home. It doesn't hurt, it just goes kind of numb. I get no feeling in it."

The defending Archer, 46, had an operation on his left shoulder before his tournament play to nine events and just $3,081 in winnings last year. Cota is 17th on the earnings list in his first win since 1984.

Simmons, 34, member of the 1985 Southern Open, is 78th on the earnings list at $145,653 with a best finish in 1985.

Ladouce, 36, also has best finish of first and has won $61,165. A win in the Buick Open would more double his career winnings.
Shave beard, pay $500, player told

By Frank Blackman
San Francisco Examiner

Storm Davis has a problem. He’s been growing a beard and isn’t too crazy about the way it looks, but his mom’s not so simple as it seems. Oakland manager Tony La Russa won’t let him shave it off.

“He said he’d fine me,” the A’s pitcher said.

There is, of course, a totally irrational reason for the manager’s warning. It seems when Davis threw away his razor, he began ¾ to dominate opposing lineups. The superstitious La Russa is not convinced this is merely coincidence, and that he is not prepared to take that chance.

Davis realizes he’s in a no-win situation. It’s the one where he has to look at his mug in the mirror and why? But if he also has to play for La Russa and with the other A’s, many of whom share his manager’s belief.

Understand, La Russa isn’t one to stand in the way of a handsome beard, but he says he’s serious about finding Davis if it means taking him out.

“I’ll switch my uniform next time he’s not here,” the pitcher says.

Davis has another offer. He then switched his uniform to make the pitcher switch back to the clean look.

“Mom will pay your next game (after shaving). I’ll pay it back to him,” La Russa said.

“All I’m saying is I wouldn’t shave that sucker off. And with his mom’s more covers, the better off he is.”

Scissors Howard News Service
Tennis player plays well at competition

By Nora Bentley

SIU-C's No. 3 tennis player made a strong showing at the Men's Western Junior Davis Cup Competition July 22-30 in Chicago.

The competition is for men of college age, and 36 players competed.

Mickey Maule defeated Ball State University's No. 1 player Mark Musci and University of Minnesota's No. 3 player Anthony Cusumano in the first round.

Before being defeated by Mississippi State's No. 1 player in the second round, Maule played Illinois' No. 1 player.

In the third round, Maule won 6-4, 6-3, and 6-1.

In the quarterfinals, Maule beat Indiana's No. 1 player 6-1, 6-3, and 6-1, and in the semifinals, Maule met the Ohio Valley Player and Crus for the Chicago District Tennis Association; Lefevre said.

Maule also defeated Carty Robjce of Northern Michigan in straight sets of 61, 6-2.

In a telephone interview from his home, Maule said, "He (Reist) ranked in the NCAA, and I didn't so it was great to beat him." He also said that being out of the East coast is not a factor in his studies.

Southern Illinois won the tournament.

In doubles Maule played with Peter Haggard of Northwest University to advance to the finals.

The Salukis lost to Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Ohio.

The tournament was very tough, and Maule's team was defeated by Illinois in the first round.

"You can never get too high or too low," Lefevre said.

"The Salukis are going to the nationals, which is a great accomplishment for the program." The Salukis opened the season Sept. 3 at Western Illinois, and the first home game is Sept. 17 against Murray State. Kentucky Youngstown State and Northern Illinois have been added to this year's schedule.

Price's coach may be left

By Brad Bushue

Staff Writer

Former Saluki basketball and track and field standout Connie Price will go to the Olympic summer games in 1980 and her coach may not be able to attend.

Price, a SIU-C athlete, won the Olympic discus trials July 22 with a 204-foot toss at Indianapolis and placed third in the shot put trials Sunday with a toss of 16 feet, 8 inches gaining a place on both U.S. Olympic teams.

Smith said his possible absence overseas could hurt Price's outcome because the shot put and discus are technical events and individual coaching is required constantly.

The coaches selected by the Olympic Committee, he said, are merely managers to make sure training runs smoothly and are unfamiliar with the athletes.

The Salukis lose back-up quarterback

But coach says position still in good shape

By Jeff Greaser

Staff Writer

The Salukis football team will be without back-up quarterback Ray Monica when it begins practice Aug. 7, but the position still looks good, head coach Rick Rhodes said.

"Ray decided to leave for a combination of reasons," Rhodes said. "I think he wanted to be closer to home, but he's had a couple of injuries. He had a back problem with one of his vertebrae. I really don't know if he's even going to play, he may have to hang it up." 

Rhodes said the Salukis have four quarterbacks coming this fall, two signed and two walk-ons.

"The guys we have coming in are quality players," Rhodes said. "The (quarterback) situation looks good — better than it did at spring practice."

The Salukis open the season Sept. 3 at Western Illinois, and the first home game is Sept. 17 against Murray State. Kentucky Youngstown State and Northern Illinois have been added to this year's schedule.

Groundbreaking

Mark Sanders, left, Cobben, and Mark Goto, Perryville, Mo., lease up a concrete办公楼 outside the Southern Illinois Nutrition Center to make room for the addition. The addition will include a 210-yard running track, four courts, a weight room, two squash courts, and six racquetball courts.

The second floor will have a suspended jogging track, which will be closed for free to the public.

The dedication is expected to cost $3.1 million, which will come from student fees.

Chancellor Lawrence K. Pettit will attend a groundbreaking ceremony Monday.
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